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Abstract

People want to share data. Bridge aims to bridge the gap between two user groups: c
ollection
managers (CMs), those who produce the datasets and want to make them public, and end
users, those who want to search for data in a familiar or new domain. Each user group has
particular needs which we are attempting to address through user interface design and
research.
By providing a web application to assist collection managers build a custom search
interface for their dataset, Bridge integrates broad domains of user research to create an
optimal user experience for both CM and end user.
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1. Collection Managers

1.1 Why share?
Institutions and individuals want to share their data for many reasons  not only is it a great way
to show off the hard work of organizing a collection but also it can connect researchers across
the world and increase visibility of such research or institutions to the general public ("The Case
for Digitization"). Digitization is the digital recording of an object that can span from databasing
the metadata about a collection specimen to digitally imaging to 3D scanning.
“
These efforts create lasting records of the natural world that might otherwise be
inaccessible, unless you know a friendly curator willing to take you behind the scenes
(Roston).
Digitization is a valuable way not only to preserve the content of a collection but also to increase
the shareability of a collection.
“
For centuries, scientists who wanted to study a particular type specimen had to visit
the museum where it is kept or have the specimen sent to them. Either way, the potential
for damage was high: fragile body parts would sometimes fall off during inspection or
transport, causing irreparable damage (Olsen).”
Museums, in addition to the many individuals who own personal collections of scientific material,
music collections, and other “inaccessible” datasets, benefit through digitization because of
increased visibility which can:
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Increase awareness around preservation of a collection1, increase foot traffic and act as
advertisement for a museum, increase collaboration between people working on similar data.
Science stands to benefit not just from the advances in knowledge gained from worldwide
access to these specimens, but also by encouraging students to pursue careers in biology or
environmental work (Olsen).

Large museums often have the resources to not only digitize their collection but also purchase
complex data storage methods and hire web developers to share data. However, small
institutions and individuals lack such resources, although they equally have interest in and can
benefit from sharing the contents of their collections. Through initial user research we
discovered that collection managers (CMs), who either own their own data collection or manage
a collection for an organization, often don’t have the budget to pay for expensive data storage
technologies as well as designed searchable interfaces (Mulji, Oboyski). A large barrier to entry
for collections managers is cost and technological knowhow. Many people who have small
collections or who are trying to aggregate data from different resources cannot afford to pay for
a sophisticated collection database as well as a web developer and designer. In addition, many
databases and data collection/storage methods (such as KeEmu, Access, Google Forms) often
output data in spreadsheet or csv formats.

Though a survey completed by 67 individuals, we found that the most common method of data
storage was Google Drive (Docs and Sheets)(56%) and Microsoft Excel sheets (33%) since
organizing, categorizing, and storing individual collection records is relative simple with low cost.

“

This is a chance to make everyone aware of how valuable the data are in natural history collections, how much
they tell us about the natural world,” Dr. Larry Page qtd Olsen
1
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There was also popularity in also storing data in other delimited formats such as csv, tsv, and
json. Through this survey, we also learned that people utilize many cloudbased storage
methods, such as Google Drive (72%), Dropbox, and Airdrop to not only store but also share
data. Using Excel sheets (33%) is also a popular way to share data with collaborators. We also
saw an overwhelming majority of people claim to be very comfortable using Microsoft Excel
(58%) and Google Sheets (46%), while not being comfortable using more complicated data
management tools such as SQL Databases (22%) and Microsoft Access (6%).

Through our user research, we discovered that CM’s want to make their datasets public for
many reasons. By making data publicly available, they often want their data to contribute to
larger research as well as to show off the work that they have done in collecting it (Oboyski). In
the case of the privately own entomological collection, the CM frequently wanted to share a
specific specimen record with another researcher or connect the specimen record to a taxon
publication. In other cases, organizations want to involve the public in their process and expose
their data for increased user engagement with the organization through exposure of their data
(Mulji). We also discovered that CM’s, although they want public exposure and use of their data,
they generally don’t want to publish and entire dataset for download  one CM cited that they
felt uncomfortable allowing users to “copy and paste” their whole dataset, however they were
comfortable with end users downloading a subset that was pertinent to their research (Oboyski).
The GLBT museum, in addition, is interested in sharing its archives publicly, to spread
awareness about GLBT people and communities, along with their history. The museum has a
big community presence and the archivists are passionate about making their collections
available to everyone who has even the slightest interest in them although they have concerns
about sharing all of the images of their colleciton (Black).
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Because of the financial and technological limitations small institutions and individuals who own
collections need a tool to help them share data catering to the existing digital storage methods.
Although some CMs choose to learn how to build their own public facing search
interface (or find a volunteer to build one (Black)) they experience high learning curves to
technology and result in a lessthansatisfactory interface that relies on a single individual to
update (Oboyski, Black).

1.2 Sharing Data: Existing Search Interfaces of small and large collections

This research explored the entry point into different types of collections, developed by collection
managers (CM) for either novice or expert end users. Collection managers, as established
earlier, are intimately familiar with their data  ways it can be searched, what fields one might
search, and domain specific standards. In biological collections, most scientists are familiar with
the DarwinCore metadata model used by most CMs to to store, share, and search their data. In
other, more obscure domains, formatting norms are often upheld that pertain for the format of
the data: most visual collections have a visual entry point and text additions (such as tags or
keywords) and audio collections often have strong visual elements (such as album covers),
although this research shows that CMs vary in the domainspecific language they use.

Many user interfaces imply that the end user has some familiarity with the collection’s domain.
Text heavy collections, such as books or scientific collections, offer a search interface with
domain specific categories for the end use to search through (Figs 1 & 2). Smaller collections,
text, audio, and imagebased, often present an alphabetic list for their specific domain and
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collection, such as the Oscar Wilde and the Fin de siècle Archive (Fig 3) and Numero Group
Online Catalog (Fig 4 & 5). Having such features imply that CMs assume their users are familiar
with the domain and will be looking for something in particular. In contrast, many smaller
collections take advantage of visual elements as points of entry to their material, such as
images of album covers (Fig 6), audio recordings (Fig 7), or visual collections (Fig 8 & 9).
Although they limit the amount of data that can be shown or browsed at once, imagecentered
entry points hold the potential for users to browse without knowing a specific domain. Creating,
locating, or formatting visual elements is a costly decision for CMs to invest in, although they
provide for a much more engaging interface.

Fig 1 Hawaiian InsectPlant Host Database, P. Oboyski
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Fig 2 Field Museum of Natural History Collections Search Interface

Fig 3 Oscar Wilde and the Fin de siècle Archive (Through the Online Archive of California)
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Fig 4 Numero Group Artists Alphabetized Menu

Fig 5 Numero Group Series Menu
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Fig 6 Numero Group Featured Albums
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Fig 7 Lesbian Herstory Archive Audio Recording Collection

Fig 8 Lesbian Herstory Archive Photograph collection (hosted on New York Heritage Digital
Collection)

Fig 8 Mattress Factory Collection Page
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Fig 9 David Bull’s Small Print Collection

1.3 Collection Manager Needs and Roles:
a . Collection Manager of Museum Collection
Duties include:
Supervising staff, overseeing the collection, making sure things are protected, properly
catalogued, making sure the public has access to literature. There are reference rooms at the
office and they are open two days a week. The CM helps people by matching the collections to
their research. Allowing them to use the collections that are not their own. She has tools and
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mechanisms to understand material but she does not know every bit of information that is out
there. She also works with donors.

Main needs:
A volunteer built the current search interface, which isn’t exactly what the archive needs: An
end user can’t use standard search syntax (for example, last name, first name or exempt
search) in the search fields and there is no advanced search. No other staff members have the
technical skills to update the current website. Right now, people interested in the archive have
to come to the physical museum to see both the collection and the digitized records.

Technologies currently used:
●

Wordpress for interface and museum website

●

Museum database

B. NonProfit Organizer
Duties include:
Working to improve the democratic process to decide how to spend public funds. Sharing data
about public funds with different groups in the public and city staff to get ~25 project ideas of
how to spend public money. The projects then get chosen by the public and are implemented by
the public institution. They provide technical support to institutions that are doing participatory
budgeting and provide materials, and training for implementation.

Main needs:
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Make projects and associated data available to the public. Different interest groups have
different areas that they want to learn about and they should be able to find that data easily. It
would be nice to share different data with different groups as well as allow a novice user to
easily browse all of the project proposals. They want to associate people with ideas in a
meaningful way.

Technologies currently used:
●

Google Sheets, Forms, Docs

●

Excel

●

Shareabouts

●

Formdesk

●

Citizinvestor

●

Ushahidi

C. Naturalist with personal collection
Duties include:
Working in a natural history museum as a Collection Manager, where he works managing the
digitization of a large collection, organizing incoming and outgoing specimen loans, and
maintaining collection updates. He also has his own research practice on insects, which he
collects for his personal collection. He learned Perl and web programming to build his current
interface, which took a lot of effort.

Main needs:
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Sharing data with collaborators and fellow researchers, he wants both his interface and data to
be easily updatable and accessible from anywhere. He needs the ability to easily create custom
search fields since he doesn’t want to learn new programming. He also keeps a separate
species database with publications, which he wants to be able to associate with his specimen
records.

Technologies currently used:
●

Microsoft Access

●

Microsoft Excel

●

DropBox

●

Perl, html, css

1.4 Pain points  What trouble do Collection Managers have with sharing data?
There are several tools that partially solve the needs of collection managers, however, there is
no complete endtoend solution for creating search interfaces for collections, as is clear from
our user interviews. Collection managers already use tools like Shareabouts, Google
Spreadsheets and other Google docs, however, there are several pain points they face while
using these tools. We are restricting our analysis to the tools that were mentioned by our
interviewees. Literature review and Google searches of our own did not bring up any relevant
tools that can be used specifically for sharing collections.
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1.5 Existing Tools: Collection managers

All of the collection managers that we interviewed cited similar needs for data sharing. They
illustrated that an ideal tool would support easy and efficient data entry, should support popular
formats like Excel, csv and Google Spreadsheets (according to the survey, these are the most
popular data formats), is intuitive to create custom search fields, and has the ability to be
published and integrated into their existing sites.

CM Existing Tool Feature Matrix:
Shareabouts

Google
Spreadsheets

Excel

Wordpress

Data entry is easy
and efficient

NO

YES

YES

MAYBE

CM is able to easily
create a usable
public search
interface that is
intuitive to use

NO

NO

NO

YES

Collections are easily
shareable

YES

YES

NO

YES

Requires very little
technical knowhow

NO

YES

YES

NO

Affordable

YES

YES

YES

YES

Sophisticated search
functionality

YES

NO

NO

MAYBE

Supports images

YES

NO

NO

YES
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CM Existing Tools Description:
“Shareabouts
is an online mapping tool to gather crowdsourced public input in a social and
engaging process.” Through this tool, collection managers can drop pins on digital maps and
provide ideas and comments for planning and design issues. A quick glance at the
documentation tells us that we have to install git, pip and virtualenv, to get started, in addition to
requesting access from api.shareabouts.org. Users have to have an understanding of APIs and
git to get started. Terms like ‘virtual machine’ and ‘Linux distribution’ are casually thrown around
the documentation.

“[The] Hard part is getting all the inputs from inperson events uploaded. Time for data
entry is a huge sink. [In] Shareabouts, you have to manually enter each of the ideas into a
form. It is buggy. Map based tool should allow you to upload text easily but edit the
location later.” (Mulji)

Microsoft Excel 
is one of the most common ways to organize data. Records can be entered,
organized, and stored in this flat database system. Although s
preadsheets are a commonly
used and understood format, they can be overwhelming for an end user to understand, sort, and
make meaning from. In addition, t
here is a subscription fee for using Microsoft Excel beyond an
initial trial period, which varies depending on who uses it (enterprise, small business, nonprofit
etc.).

Google Sheets
are an easy way to organize and share data with different users, and by far one
of the most popular tools. Data can also be securely generated using Google Forms, where
users can customize fields for end users to populate. Although sharing through Google Drive is
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extremely user friendly, the spreadsheet format, as stated earlier, isn’t always easy to use for
understanding large datasets.

“We can’t sort and filter and break off the results. It is always just a massive database.”
(Mulji)

On further research, we found that filters can be created on Google Spreadsheets and on Excel
spreadsheets, but it is not obvious how to use them. But Google Spreadsheets are widely used
among collection managers to store and share data, and Bridge aims to build on top of the
existing affordances of spreadsheets.

Although 
Wordpress
is not a software that can be directly used as a database, it came up
several times in our interviews as a platform that museums use to build interfaces for their
collections.

“We just switched our website. It was little more robust earlier, then w
e moved to
wordpress platform
.
It is too limiting
. If you search for “last name, first name”, it
doesn’t bring up search results. It is unfortunate. There is no exempt search, it is limiting.
If we had advanced search function, if I am looking for something, I can’t do a lot on my
own for in depth research. If people are just looking for a flavor for what we have, then it’s
great.” (Black).

The value derived from using a platform like Wordpress, while substantial, could be limited by
technical knowhow of the developer. In this case, a volunteer at the GLBT museum
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implemented the search functionality, which turned out to be insufficient and failed to satisfy
basic expectations of a search interface. The application needs to be hosted publicly, which
requires knowledge of web hosting, which is not always straightforward.

Ushahidi 
is a data crowdsourcing tool, which allows users to gather posts about a particular
topic, from across the world and across devices. Its website says, 
“Ushahidi, which translates to
“testimony” in Swahili, was developed to map reports of violence in Kenya after the postelection
violence in 2008. Since then, thousands have used our crowdsourcing tools to raise their voice.
We’re a technology leader in Africa, headquartered in Nairobi, with a global team.” 
Their
solution seems more tailored towards crowdsourcing events and happenings across the world
and technology platforms, rather than on facilitating collection sharing. However, they customize
solutions to suit the needs of their customers, and charge a fee for services which include data
management, crowdsourcing data, visualization, filtering, sorting and searching of data. This
seems to be a promising solution for organizations like Participatory Budgeting, that want to
gather data from multiple sources.
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2. End Users

2.1 Finding Data
End users, we discovered, may want to access such datasets for research purposes in a
domain they are familiar with, or out of curiosity for a new domain. The people we interviewed
mentioned several different ways in which they search for things online. On the one hand there
were situations when people knew exactly what wanted and searched specifically, using
keywords, and on the other, there were situations that called for more exploratory approaches to
searching. People interested in specific areas, knew the organizations that were authorities on
those topics, and specifically looked those organizations up. Generally, people used the Google
search engine to look for anything. Most of our interviewees were unaware of curated
collections platforms. One person mentioned d
ata.gov
as a source of interesting datasets.

2.2 How end users look for something specific

We found that one of the biggest barriers to successfully finding specific data in a collection is
the time taken to negotiate search commands. Ideally, the application has to maximize the time
the user searches the collection to get useful information.
"Typically, users can adapt to different database command structures. However, the
question is not whether they can adapt, but rather whether they want to spend the time
doing so. The less time a user needs to spend negotiating search commands, the more
time that user will have to spend searching your collections." (Blackaby and Sandore)
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Our research shows that a key problem is the semantic vocabulary gap between experts
created descriptions and the implicit and often not domain related preferences of end users.
(Wang et al). 
Using controlled vocabulary and simple, intuitive terms and descriptions could help
balance this gap.

2.3 How end users explore
Our research has shown that adding visual elements, such as images and data visualizations,
can help end users explore a collection. By adding interactive visual elements, an interface can
support user exploration. If the data set is large and/or complex, aside from concerns around
computing power, designers should split the data into palpable chunks for the end user
(Tominski 10). Those chunks then, “become more effective because they are tailored to
emphasize a particular aspect of the data, allowing users to concentrate on taskrelevant
questions (Tominski 10). Jacques Bertin famously said,
“a graphic is not ‘drawn’ once and for all; it is ‘constructed’ and reconstructed until it
reveals all the relationships constituted by the interplay of the data. The best graphic
operations are those carried out by the decisionmaker himself.” (16)
Through abstraction and aesthetic arrangement of data, an end user can engage with a dataset.
The figure below is a widely accepted overview of data visualization, showing, “how data is to
be transformed through several stages from a data source into data tables, into visual
abstractions, and finally into visualization views. Data transformations, including filtering,
clustering, error correction, can be found in the early stage of the pipeline.”(Tominski)
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2.4 Existing Tools: End Users
Our many interviews with end users highlighted key points for searching and exploring data.
Users wanted to easily be able to locate datasets online, intuitively search using keywords and
categories, have the ability to filter and sort the collection, and be presented with some
interactive element of the data if they were unfamiliar with the domain. T
hrough our survey, we
found that Excel is a popular way (67%) along with Google Sheets (45%) to understand a new
dataset. Some people also utilize visualization tools such as Tableau to explore new data, while
others took a more technical route citing Python and r as primary tools for data exploration.
When exploring a new domain, end users cited feeling overwhelmed if they encountered a large
spreadsheet of data without understanding the context or knowing the most important aspects
of the data. They also overwhelmingly cited preferring using Google keyword searches to help
locate data and to make sense of it through Google’s search result summary.
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3. Bridge as a Solution
Bridge is a tool that allows collection managers, without being tech or designsavvy to easily
share their data, create visualizations, and a welldesigned custom search interface for their
collection. Our research identified and illuminated the key pain points for collection managers as
well as for expert and novice users, resulting in a tool that bridges the gaps between collection
managers, their data, and end users. We based our design off of three use cases inspired by
our CM user research:

3.1 Collection Manager User Interface Design
List of Section Screenshots:
Landing Page
Log In Page
Sign Up Page
Data Upload Page
Create Search Interface: Page Details
Create Search Interface: Create fulltext search, custom search fields & visualizations
Create Search Interface: Select custom colors, cover image, and publish
Profile Page

Bridge’s CMfacing interface is clean and easy to understand and works with simple data
storage methods, such as Google Drive and Microsoft Excel. A new user can create a new
login or log in to an existing one (See screenshot: L
og In Page)
, which is encrypted in our
database to provide a secure environment. Using FileStack, an API for file web integration, a
CM can upload their preferred file format, as Bridge accepts .csv, .xls, xlsx, and connects to a
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CM’s Google Drive to accept Google Sheets (See screenshot: Data Upload Page). The CM can
also add media files to individual records by labeling the data column “media” and including the
URL to an image file. This column will automatically displayed in the gridview (discussed
below). Once uploaded, the CM can see a preview of their data.

After uploading their chosen dataset, the CM can then populate information about their
institution and/or collection. Our CM user research revealed that both CMs and end users prefer
and regularly use keyword search (the most common example being Google). Because of the
common use and understanding of crosscategory search, Bridge provides a full text search
option; a CM can select to include a full text search in their interface and it will automatically
provide a text entry box on their interface that will search every cell in their collection.
Our user research also illuminated a need for a CM to create custom search fields, where one
search field searches multiple database fields. Often collection objects will have unique
database fields for storing different levels of information, however, an end user may not know in
which database field a piece of information is categorized. With Bridge, the CM can create one
search field (e.g “Location”) that looks in multiple data fields (e.g. State, Province, City,
Township, Town, County) (See screenshots: Create Search Interface).

In addition to creating custom search fields that run SQL queries on their collection, CMs can
further customize their interface by selecting primary and secondary accent colors (that style the
navigation bar and buttons) along with a cover image(See screenshots: Create Search
Interface). Based on our Existing Search Interfaces research (section 1.2), this seemed to be
the most important styling features that we could implement in our minimum viable product.
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Much of our end user research focused on two user groups: expert and novice users. As expert
users often seek out the search fields to be able to retrieve a certain subset of collection
records, novice users do not always know what to look for in an unfamiliar collection or domain.
Through this research we discovered that data visualizations are a useful tool that both assist
CMs and expert users get a better understanding of what’s in a collection and help novice users
what's in a collection and what they might search for. Bridge provides 3 options of visualizations
for a CM to select from: a 
bar chart t
hat caters to categorical data, a l
ine chart t
hat can display
numerical or categorical data, and a 
map
that can plot data that has latitude and longitude
coordinates (See screenshots: Create Search Interface). Once the CM has selected what type
of visualization they want to display for their collection, they select what columns of data they
want the visualization to apply to. The selected visualization is displayed on a clean splash
page, styled similarly to the search interface, for the collection that provides a highlevel
summary of the collection.

In addition to creating a search interface, a CM can also view, edit, and delete their existing
interfaces in their profile page (See screenshots: Profile Page). Here, they can also add details
about themselves and their organizations.
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Landing Page

Log In Page
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Sign Up Page

Data Upload Page
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Create Search Interface: Page Details

Create Search Interface: Create fulltext search, custom search fields & visualizations
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Create Search Interface: Select custom colors, cover image, and publish
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Profile Page
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3.2 End User Interface Design
List of Section Screenshots:
Results: List View
Results: Grid View
Record Modal View
Visualization Page

The search page is also designed in such a way where both novice and expert users can see
the collection. Both the search fields and entire collection are shown simultaneously, so that the
user can see the entire collection in a list view and grid view. Both the list and grid views
display the first 5 columns of data, a design choice that both appeases some CMs concerns
about exposing their entire collection, and the end users that feel overwhelmed when presented
with the entirety of the data fields (See screenshots: Results). An end user can click on any
record to see the entirety of the data fields for an individual record. Using Materalize’s Modal
view, each record, when clicked on, exposes a popup window with all record data and displays
the record image if there is one (See screenshot: Record Modal View). The grid view and
individual record views also show any media links that provided in the CM’s uploaded
spreadsheet. Through our user research, we found that novice users liked to be presented with
some information from the collection since they wouldn’t know what terms to search for.
The collection visualization is another entry point for users to explore the collection. The
visualization is an interactive dashboard so that when a user manipulates a controller, the chart
changes to reflect the collection data at that granularity (See screenshot: Visualization Page).
The visualization is meant to summarize the collection in novel ways, to engage both novice and
expert end users. Not only does it provide novice users with aspects of the collection that they
might search for, but also summarizes the collection for expert users who might want a
highlevel view of the collection contents.
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Results: List View

Results: Grid View

Record Modal View
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Visualization Page
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Explore Page: Most Popular

Explore Page: Map

3.3 Product Architecture
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Bridge Product Architecture

The signup/signin page integrates user data and pulls from the database on all pages to see if
the user is logged in. The user data is encrypted and stored in a SQLite database. On
createUpload.html the user picks a file (from local machine or Google Drive) to upload using
FileStack API. A Javascript ajax POST request is done to the /saveFile endpoint on the
backend, which processes the file and populates the database from it (search_interface,
document, headers) and creates a new table on the fly to store the file in. The front end preview
is also updated with this file.
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On createSearch.html, the page template is passed the names of the headers from the
uploaded dataset. The headers are integrated into the drop down options for creating custom
search fields. The CM can dynamically create, edit and delete custom search fields, which is
done through JavaScript and then passed to the database. On search.html the search interface
is served for users to search and view results. The frontend performs an AJAX call which
retrieves a cache of the database and displays the first five columns of data. If any of the
columns are named “media”, the image is inserted into the gridview. In addition, using JQuery,
Materialize modal popups, windows that hover above the page, are dynamically added with
buttons for every record that display all columns for the record as well as and the image.

The customized search fields are displayed in the right side bar on the interface. When an end
user enters search criteria into the text boxes or drop down menus, the criteria are passed to
the database using Python as sql queries. The search results are retrieved through another
AJAX call which updates the results table in the interface.
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Product Architecture

3.4 Lessons from the Design Process:
●

Use a robust frontend framework

●

Test application with large collections

●

Think about edge cases beforehand

●

Front end and back end code are not entirely abstracted away from each other

●

Deeper end user research to assess how people with different search goals search for
things online

●

Explore the concept of a peerbased datavalidation system to validate collections
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4. Future Design Questions
Explore Page: 
Some of our user research, both on the collection manager and enduser side,
illuminated an interest in indexing collections. One end user cited appreciating websites that
aggregated resources where they could search through a range of information. The explore
page is a first design draft into how Bridge might connect different collections that use the
product: by allowing users to search for collection by keyword to find a particular domain,
through mapping collections, where end users can find collections by locality, and by displaying
most popular and most recent collections on the Bridge Explore page. A map serves as an aid
for filtering collections by location the idea being that if museums use Bridge to share
collections, the enduser can simply search for and click on that particular museum on the map,
to view its collections. Moreover, users can get an overview of a collection, simply by looking at
a square card, and on further interest, can click on it to view the entire collection.

Mapping real spaces to data: 
Our target users include archivists at museums, who want to
share digital collections that pertain to their physical collections. H
ow can we allow archivists
to map physical museum spaces to digital data?
One way to do this would be to allow
collection managers to upload a map of their museum (could be 3D), and attach digital
collections to spaces where these collections can be found in the museum.

Analytics:
We would like to use the affordances of the internet to gauge and present the
interest in collections as helpful statistics to the collection manager.
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Interpreting collections:
How can we equip collection managers with tools to visually present
their data? We have taken a step in that direction with our visualization tool, but it is limited to
three types of visualizations. Additionally, we now rely on the collection manager's’ own
interpretation of their data. We would like to head towards a more exploratory design where the
collection is automatically and intelligently presented to the users in meaningful ways.

Efficient Media Presentation: M
any collections go beyond text, to include images and videos.
How can collection managers easily associate and present media with their collections? This is
a question we struggled to answer this time, since we don’t have any control over the volume
and type of media that collection managers would want to present. Moreover we have little
foresight on how collection managers would want to associate media with their collections.
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